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ABSTRACT

The cable transmission is widely used in the remote operation or complex geometry with high stiffness and low backlash. Larger drum is required to reduce and error of transmission in long stroke. An error of the desired position occurs due to the fleet angle while cable winding on a drum. Therefore, a new cable driving module which overcomes this problem is proposed. A new cable driving module with a sliding platform is connected to the actuator unit. A motion of the sliding platform is corresponding to a screw rod connected to an actuator. The precision of the driving system is measured by a high-resolution rotatory encoder and high gear ratio actuator. Results are measured by load and error of the system. A load of system shows a performance of overall translation and rotation of the drum at different speeds. An error of the system is measured from forward and reverse direction by increasing and decreasing the number of turns with constant speed. A system has an average load consumption along a long stroke of cable winding which has no significant problem on the screw platform. Multiple turns have low error value in specific and continuous turn in forward and reverse motion. A new cable driving system is proved in precision movement. The fleet angle is eliminated in new mechanism. Along with a constraint motion, there is no significant change in load consumption. An error is low value in a different direction of movement. Hence, a new design of cable transmission can perform in high performance and small size of the system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Power transmission system is a process to transmit motion from one shaft to another by connecting between them such as gear, wire rope and chain. Cable transmission is an alternative method to others transmission system in small and large system. It is used primarily in low speed applications. The advantages of cable transmission are high stiffness, high strength, high power to-weight ratio, low friction and no backlash. It requires low maintenance due to surface lubrication and can be used over long distance. According to flexibility, it can be used in normal and complex route of transmission.

Cable transmission has been widely used in many applications such as medical device, aerospace, robotics and in many research areas. In mechanism, cable transmission can be used in complex structure in such as spherical mechanism and parallelogram [1-3]. In robot arm, the size and weight of robot arm cause an inertia by the weight of joint actuator and rigid linkage when it changes in speed and/or direction. The modular design is an effective way to achieve a compact design. A mechanism can help reduce moving
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Inertia by using five-bar mechanism for end-effector movement as shown in [4-6]. A cable transmission system can reduce energy consumption by relocating the actuators to the base [7]. Moreover, the cable can be used as a reduction mechanism with negligible backlash and low friction. A reduction of inertia makes change in motion easier, and reduce or prevent damage due to internal collisions. A cable transmission in robot arm is easier to move which robot has light weight structure [8-12]. In medical applications, Surgical robot system in MIS performs the 6-DOF motions that consists of the translational and rotational instrument for dexterous motion [13, 14]. Surgical robotic system which uses cable transmission performed in teleoperation [15].

A wire and pulley method are preferred components for transmitting a driving force [16-19]. The accuracy, size, and force are depending on joint mechanism so that a performance is improved by limited diameter. According to joint pulley, a tensioned cable winding at roller causes a moving relative joint which is following by capstan formula[20]. Several previous works solved this problem by miniature joint mechanism such as in [21, 22]. However, a miniature part is difficult to fabrication and assembly. In limited workspace and choice of actuators, a remotely-actuated cable-driven mechanism is an alternative method in MRI compatibility for intraoperative surgical procedures. It has been used to perform needle insertion for prostate and thoracic intervention [23, 24]. In another type of cable transmission called tendon-sheath, bowden cable-driven robots are used in various applications such as neural rehabilitation [25, 26]. A cable is used to transmit force from proximal end to distal end and also control a position of cable which the length of the cable in the sheath is unchanged with friction [27, 28]. The cable under tension reacts to straighten the cable conduit due to flexibility of conduit. However, an inefficiency and variations in cable tension occurs by friction and bending of conduit [29]. A specific control strategies become a solution to improve a tendon-sheath in performance [30, 31].

Many sensors are required to improve an efficiency of transmission that causes a complex system. In wearable and rehabilitation, some researchers have attempted to build robotic rehabilitation devices based on cable-driven mechanisms [32-36]. Exoskeletons which attached to a human limbs provide movement function under rigid mechanical structure. In arm exoskeletons, a structure can be a serial/parallel rigid links with cable-suspended devices [37, 38]. By this method, joint misalignment between machine and human geometry can be avoided and reduced an injury to patient. The dynamics of the whole cable-driven system can be solved in multibody modeling and calculation of joint torques [39, 40]. A design of a multi-degree of freedom cable-driven exoskeleton was developed for the arm [41, 42]. According to a weight structure, a rigid links is replaced by lightweight cables in structure [43-45]. It has a low moving inertia on moving platform that is desirable in rehabilitation devices. However, a slackness and workspace of cable in control is still issue. The workspace analysis for cable-suspended mechanisms has been studied in [46-48]. This point need to be considered due to cable routing in structure. According to tension control, an end-effector force for functional rehabilitation is usually used a velocity control only [49, 50].

![Cable driving System](image)

In addition, various method of actuation including cable-driven is applied in soft wearable robots [51-54]. A consideration of soft tendon routing is pretension of the tendons without tendon derailment [55]. In addition, the improvement in accuracy measurement by using load cell which has been shown in [56-59]. In force feedback, haptic devices with cable is controlled by servo motors that generates a reaction force exert on users introduced in active robot [60, 61] and passive robot [62-64]. The lowest inertia is preferring to moving part so that a reaction force exert from device is more accuracy. In large footprint such as haptic device for stabilizing a double inverted pendulum use cable-driven to reduce a weight structure [65, 66]. In
specific area, the development of haptic devices is grasping control which is compatible with fMRI [67], surgical teleoperation [68, 69] and robotic hands [70, 71]. In the other field, design a prototype of cable-driven multi stage was developed for mobile surveillance robot which can support various end-effector [72] while a design and consideration of precise cable drive for electro-optical tracking gimbals in [73, 74]. The effect of preload tension and backlash tested. Precise cable drive has been widely used in power transmission, which can provide a great improvement over gears, belts and pulleys, chains and sprockets and other alternative technologies. Significant advantages of precise cable drive include no lubrication, low friction, high stiffness, high efficiency and low cost [75].

In cable driving system, cable is reeled on the drum as driving part to transfers a force to a driven part. Therefore, it is possible in conversion of rotation-into-rotation (R2R) or rotation-into-translation (R2T). The distance of cable travelling is corresponding to the number of cable turn on the size of drum. The long stroke of transmission requires large size of drum and/or several number of cable turn. Although, the increasing number is possible but there is a limitation as well. Moreover, an increasing number of cable turn can cause an error and non-linear movement in operation. In precise motion of cable transmission, a complex calculation is needed. From these problems, the small size of drum can use in only short stroke in precision. Therefore, the compact cable transmission which has a high precision and long stroke is proposed in this paper as shown in Figure 1.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Principle of cable transmission

In driving unit, the actuator shaft is connected to the drum which is a cylinder shape for winding several cable turns. The principle of cable transmission has an equivalent length of cable reel-in and reel-out in opposite direction similar to pull-push action. In static condition, the tension of both cable ends are the same whereas dynamic condition is difference. The applied torque from actuator generates an axial force on cable. The direction of rotation effects the tension of both cable ends. The different tension occurs by the friction between the cable and pulley and compliant of cable depending on direction of force as shown in Figure 2.

In mechanism, there are two possible ways to design a cable transmission for transferring the force in motion. The moving base type is quite constrained by the route of transmission similar to straight line because the cable which requires a high tension works as a rail for moving unit. On the other hand, the fixed base type is a driving unit is not moved but the cable is reeled in operation. It is appropriate with linear transmission, tendon-sheath transmission and in complex cable route which has the change of cable direction, see Figure 3. Moreover, it can be used in small moving part which can reduce a size of device at target or working area due to a small size of cable. In this paper, the fixed base type is considered for long stroke of operation and compact of driving system. In addition, the low inertia of cable moving causes a smooth motion along transmission and requires low watt of motor. In this case the lightweight of moving part can be designed by using this method. However, the specific design is required for complex structure

2.2. Difficulty of cable transmission
Cable transmission can be used in both linear and rotational motion in many approaches. The shape of pulley is depending on the purposes of usage such as roller, driving or driven pulley. Not only the type of pulley is concerned but the number of cable turn on the drum is a significant point for selection as well. Cable can be wound in less than one or more turns on the drum which has specific point of interest. Two major types of drum pulley in cable transmission are non-groove and groove as shown in Figure 4. Firstly, in non-groove type, the drum pulley has a smooth cylinder shape which allows a cable reels freely. The width of drum is corresponding to the cable size of travelling. It can be used in three ways; roller, driven or driving pulley. In roller, it is used in changing the direction of cable travelling which is usually winding less than one turn on drum. Moreover, the width of roller drum should fit to a cable diameter. In driven pulley, this function is quite similar to roller but the number of cable winding can have less than one or more depending on the applications such as in robot manipulator. Lastly, the driving pulley which is connected to the actuator shaft usually reel a cable in one or more turns to reel the cable for long stroke of movement. In addition, these three types show in Figure 5.

Secondly, the groove type, the drum pulley has a helical or circular groove for constant transmission ratio. In this case, the drum pulley can work as a driving pulley or driven pulley. In this paper, the driving pulley is considered in a groove type. The reel-in and reel-out of cable is aligned in movement corresponding to number of turns. The travelling distance of cable transmission is relative to the circumference of the driving pulley. Thus, the large diameter can provide a long stroke of transmission.

The driving pulley which has a helical groove on the drum is reeled by cable. The rotation of actuator shaft reels-in and reel-out at the same distance in opposite direction. The increasing of number of turns generates the movement and effect of cable transmission. The number of turns which increases a fleet angle influences a non-linear movement in operation. The non-linear movement of cable is required a distance compensation as shown in Figure 6. Although, the complex compensation is possible to do but an increasing of number of turns increases a fleeting angle. Moreover, the length between two axes is also affect to the angle of fleet angle as shown in Figure 7. It is possible to have a small misalignment in small degrees which limits the number of turns. This angle causes an increasing friction on the surface of cable and adjacent cable on non-groove pulley and the surface of cable and the edge of the groove in groove pulley. In helical groove pulley, high value of angle is possible to cable jump to another groove.

The increasing of fleet angle causes the extension of length between two parallel axes. The non-linear movement causes an error in several turns. In Figure 6, a length \( l \) has an addition length \( l_e \) corresponding to the number of turn. In this case, the compensation is required for precise movement as follow:

\[
l_n = \sqrt{l_0^2 + (np)^2}
\]

The extended length is: \( l_e = l_n - l_0 \)

The fleet angle is corresponding to the number of turns can be calculated as follow: \( \alpha = \tan^{-1} \frac{np}{l} \)

Where \( \alpha = \) Fleet angle (degree)
\( n = \) number of turns; \( p = \) Pitch of helical groove; \( l_e = \) length between driving axis and driven axis
\( l_0 = \) Length of incline angle, \( n = 1,2,3,\ldots \); \( l_e = \) Extended Length

---
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In driving system, the size of driving pulley depends on the number of turn and diameter of driving pulley. The pulley requires large diameter to avoid a fleet long stroke movement. Normally, the fleet angle has an influence in cable transmission which it exists in increasing a rotation. The precision is corresponding to an incline angle of the cable at the driving pulley. The fleet angle is not increasing constantly by number of turns. The calculation and compensation are complex and difficult for making a precision of system and limitation of fleet angle. In addition, an increasing of pulley size which occupies a large volume is an alternative way to decrease the fleet angle for long stroke.

The fatigue and friction cause a reduction of life cycle of cable and cable transmission performance. In the pulley selection process, the size of cable (d), driving pulley (D) and cable construction are factors for design and consideration as shown in Fig. 8. This specification should be used in a design. In addition, the cable construction and dimeter ratio can be found from cable/drum manufacturer. The pulley diameter to cable diameter is recommended to be a ratio depending on the size of cable as which is a general rule for identification. This information guides to avoid greater fatigue or loose a flexibility of cable. However, there are other factors influence the system such as dynamic loading, differential loads in the cycle, drum alignment, groove profile, and fleet angle can have an effect on rope performance.

3. DESIGN OF HIGH PRECISION OF CABLE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

In previous section, the constraint of cable transmission effects to the performance of system. The long stroke and compact size of cable transmission are purpose for the design. The drum pulley and cable size are the main key points for consideration. The fixed base type is selected for the driving unit. The groove
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Type is a concept in design which pulley collects and releases a cable in the same distance to maintain the stability of system. In conventional cable drive, fleet angle exists in multiple turn of rotation. The new concept of design is introduced in this paper to eliminate the fleet angle which is a significant point of multiple turns of cable transmission as shown in Figure 9. According to this solution, the possibility of cable jump is solved as well. Consequently, cable transmission system will have a high performance in term of compactness and precision of driving system. The principle of cable winding on groove pulley has a same concept to the threaded rod or screw. A threaded rod, also known as a stud, is a long rod that is threaded on whole length or part of the rod. The thread can perform equivalent to the groove of pulley which is reeled by cable in several turns. However, a fleet angle still occurs if it is used similar way on the groove pulley. The relative motion of thread rod and number of cable turn are the key to solve this problem.

The specification of thread is depending on the size of the diameter of rod and thread profile, see Table 1. In this process, the metric unit is convenient for calculation. The meaning the lead is the axial distance the screw moves in one revolution. The pitch is the axial distance between thread to thread. The most common standard is Unified and Matric thread. Most of them have right-handed thread which have coarse and fine types. Normally, the screw or bolt has a single-start thread which lead and pitch are the same axial distance. However, the multiple-start thread, the lead is equal to the pitch times the number of a start, see Figure 10. In this design, the size of selected cable should appropriate with the groove of thread profile. The layout of cable on the thread is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 9. The desired output of cable feeding (right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>PITCH, COARSE (MM)</th>
<th>PITCH, FINE (MM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M16</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M24</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Relation of lead and pitch
In characteristic of cable transmission, reel-in and reel-out of cable on the drum is equivalent in rotational motion. The fleet angle is still existed in multiple turn of transmission which reduces a performance of cable transmission. In order to eliminate a fleet angle, the thread rod and the tap hole is used to avoid interference with itself in consecutive turn and reduced a cable-pulley friction. The module of both components should be the same in unit. In assembled parts, the revolution of the thread is converted to the translation of motion.

In Figure 11 shows the cable winding in the layout of left-to-right and right-to-left for the right-handed thread. In continuous motion, the reeled cable on the groove drum will change in both sides. For example, if the left side of cable winding is reeled-in for several turns which is the left-to-right form, the right side, right-to-left form, will be decreased in the same number of cable turn and vice versa. This method keeps an alignment of cable for continuous motion.

In long stroke of transmission, several turns are required for cable winding. The size of rod and stroke of cable can be calculated in following equation:

- Helical Length of motor \( (L_H) \) n turn(s) \( L_H = \sqrt{n^2 + C_m^2} \)
- Helical Length of angle movement of motor \( L_m = \frac{\theta_m}{360} L_H \)
- The angle movement of driven pulley \( L_m = \frac{\theta_d}{360} \pi d \)
- Relationship between \( \theta_d \) and \( \theta_m \) \( \theta_m = \frac{\theta_d}{\pi d} L_H \)

Where
- \( C_m \) = Circumference of driving pulley;
- \( p \) = Thread pitch;
- \( \theta_d \) = Angle of driven pulley;
- \( \theta_m \) = Angle of driving pulley;
- \( d \) = Diameter of driven pulley;
- \( L_m \) = Distance of angular movement

Figure 13 shows the prototype of CAD design of high precision of cable transmission system. The actuator connects to the thread rod as drum pulley in driving unit. One cable is used and the both end of cable is fixed at the drum pulley on both sides of edge. On distal end of thread rod have a bearing support for...
smooth rolling and stability. All of these parts are the set of moving part. The fixed part composes of the slide rail and the structure which has a tab hole. The tab hole should compatible with the thread rod is assembled in between both left-to-right and right-to-left. The number of turn is corresponding to the length of the thread rod and stroke requirement.

3.1. Tensioner

One of significant factor for the performance of cable transmission is the tension of cable. Tensioner is the component which generates an axial force to cable. At rest, the tension should be adjusted in both side of cable ends. An increasing of tension generates higher friction or load in driving system. The appropriate adjustment should be used in an installation. Thus, the specific design and reliable is needed to use in the system. The adjustment is used by screwed bolt in design for self-locking purpose which does not affect to the system and convenient to setup. The alignment of the cable is the same after adjustment. In this design, a tensioner has on both sides on the base. In Figure 14 shows the structure and process of tensioner. In tension adjustment, if the bolt is adjusted by using hexagonal key, the roller pulley on the side of tensioner will be translated in horizontal plane. In this design, the cable will keep an alignment of cable after adjustment. After both side adjustment, both sides of tensioner have to be locked on the base of structure. In this mechanism, it is convenient to adjust a tension and ensure that it will not easily loose after adjustment.
4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In evaluation process, the high performance of cable transmission has to perform in term of accuracy and repeatability measurement of transmission system as shown in Figure 15. The effect of the load in mechanism is also measured. The structure of system is composed of a sliding thread rod mechanism, actuator, controller and high resolution measuring component. The actuator which is MAXON DC motor with gearhead 246:1 reduction ratio is used. This actuator is connected to the MAXON EPOS2 which is a digital positioning controller.

The thread of the rod is M16 metric thread pitch 2.0 mm, coarse pitch. This rod is modified both distal ends for locking cable end. The rod is connected to motor by coupling. The capacity of number of turns is maximum 15 turns which is possible to use only about 10 turns. The rests are for safety reason on both end of thread rod. The cable size is 0.8 mm of dimeter which is a 7x7 stainless steel wire rope sling. The tension cable can be measured by using tension gauge, Correx tension gauge and adjusted separately on both sides. In this system, the data will be collected at the joint of driven pulley which connects to the encoder. In addition, the rotary encoder has 1000 PPR resolution which has a 0.09 degree

![Figure 15. Command and Response in Forward Operation](image)

4.1. Load of system

In all tests, the operation of motor starts from 0 turn and stop at 10 turns in forward direction. On the other hand, the reverse direction starts from 10 to 0 turns. In measurement, the trend of plot shows the load in operation in different speed of actuator and the overall friction along the range of thread. The first modality has only actuator measurement. In this case, actuator is measured a load or current to see the characteristic of actuator load in range of motion. Second modality, the actuator is connected with a thread rod which is assembled with a tab hole on the base. In this case, the friction is concerned due to an alignment of axis of rotation. The third and fourth modality, the all components includes a tensioned force T1 and T2 which have 100 and 250 centi newton, thus, the load in different tensions are displayed as shown in Figure16 and 17. The average load in number of turn is measured to see the specific load of each operation as shown in Figure18. In the procedure, the speed of actuator is increasing from 500 to 2200 rpm to see the load feedback in the range of operation. Four modalities are measured a current when the actuator is operated as shown in Table 2.

![Figure 16. Command and Response in Forward Operation](image)

![Figure 17. Command and Response in Reverse Operation 3](image)
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4.2. Accuracy of System

An accuracy of cable transmission is a significant point for performance of system. The compact system which has a long stroke of movement should guarantee for a precise movement. In measurement, the driven pulley is attached with rotary encoder to acquire a data of rotation. The high resolution of encoder provides a fine data in movement. The output result is measured by rotary encoder as an angle. The calculation of rotational angle of driven pulley can be converted to translation distance. Two aspects are considered to measure an accuracy of system. Firstly, the measurement in specific turn starts from zero turn to target turn which is a number 1 to 10. One cycle is forward and backward direction of measurement. Secondly, the movement starts from zero turn and continue to next turn which one step increment has called continuous turn. The forward movement is finished until it reaches a maximum turn. On the other hand, the backward movement starts from maximum turn to zero turn which has one step decrement. One cycle includes forward and backward as well. In both cases, all cycles are fixed at the same speed of rotation and tension of cable. These processes evaluate repeatability and accuracy of cable driving system. The result of specific and continuous turn of transmission system shows in Figure 19 and Figure 20, respectively. The repeatability and accuracy are performed to see and error in operation.
wound less than one turn. However, in driving and driven purposes require one or several turns depending on the application. Conventional method is pull and push or cable length changes during movement of cable to generate a movement of rotation or translation. In this paper, the long translation is considered by using cable drive system which has driving pulley transmits to driven pulley. A groove pulley which cable is reeled on the drum maintains a pitch in several rotations. However, the fleet angle which is an incline angle along multiple cable turn is still occurs in multiple turn of cable driving pulley. Consequently, an increasing cable turn causes a nonlinear movement, cable fatigue and error desired position. The performance of cable transmission is not only relying on the tension of cable but the selection method of transmission is also influence on system. Therefore, an elimination of fleet angle is required in long stroke of cable transmission. In design, a groove pulley is used to maintain a continuous movement and guide a cable along a groove. However, the size of pulley and a fleet angle need to consider in driving system to avoid mentioned problems. A thread rod and tab hole which is a one degree of freedom by rotation to translation. In constant pitch of thread, a continuous motion is a relative motion on cable reel-in and reel-out. Consequently, in several cable turn, a fleet angle is eliminated on cable driving system. The high performance which provide a precise movement can be used by this method. In evaluation processes, a measurement of load and precision of system are considered.

In Load measurement, four modalities in forward, reverse and average load are measured to see each characteristic. In result of new design method shows a trend of load in difference speed of operation. An actuator which run without load has a slightly increased load in forward and reverse direction corresponding to a speed of rotation. On thread with tension has higher load of consumption. According to the trend of result, an increased external load consumes a power in similar way of speed of rotation which means a rotational friction along the thread rod is low and the load in specific turn has similar average. In thread with and without cable tension, the load from adding a tension is changed in small value which means an adding a tread rod method is not much effect to driving system.

In precision measurement, the position of several turns are considered. The forward and reverse motion are measured in specific moment and continuous movement to ensure a performance of cable driving system. A maximum turn is ten turns which is approximately to 50 cm of stroke of transmission. In a result of precision measurement, a low error of position control is proposed. In specific and continuous turn, an error is not constant along a transmission. The possibility of error causes by unsmooth surface, friction at stop position, Small Compliance of coupling at unsmooth point, error accumulation and misalignment of the structure. However, the new cable driving unit can perform in high precision of movement.
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